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3Abstract
Since the late 1960's mathematicians working mainly in the 
area of quantum field theory have used commutator estimates to 
prove self-adjointness of operators on Hilbert space. Recently, 
these results were extended and codified into a theory in the 
papers [BaR], [Rob 1], and [Rob 2]. The following thesis is based 
largely upon the above reports.
Given a self-adjoint operator H on a Hilbert space h , 
spectral theory can be used to construct a decreasing set of
subspaces h = 2) ((I+H2)a/2) , (a > 0) , and h = Pi h . Let K 
a 00 a>0 a
be a symmetric operator with domain h^ . Then, if [H, K] is 
bounded in a certain sense, K is essentially self-adjoint. If the
higher order commutators (adH)n(K) are also bounded, the action 
of Vt = exp {i t K} (or Tt = exp { - 1K} if K is positive) on the 
spaces ha can be described. Commutator estimates are also 
useful in proving that two symmetric operators with domain h^ 
commute. There are applications to operators which are 
polynomials in x and i d/dx on L2(R ) . Some types of first and 
second-order ordinary, differential operators can also be treated.
Similar results occur in the more general setting of a 
Banach space B . Let be a one-parameter C0-group of
4isometries on B with generator H and define the spaces Bn ,
(n e N ) , and B^ by
B =® (H n) , B = M  B . 
n 00 neN n
In addition, let K be a dissipative operator with domain B^ . In 
this situation bounds on the commutator [c ,^ K] are of use in 
showing that K generates a one-parameter semigroup of 
contractions T* on B . Again, the existence of higher order 
commutator bounds ensures that acts regularly on the spaces 
B n -
We define the Lipshitz spaces B , (n e N) by
n+-L
2
B { a € B
II(er - 1)H a||
sup t----m------ '|t|<1 m <  0 0 }■
Commutator estimates are of relevance in characterizing
operators K such that K B c_ B 1 .
00 n+-i_
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6CH1. COMMUTATOR THEOREMS IN HILBERT SPACE.
§1. The Hilbert space setting.
In this chapter h will denote a fixed Hilbert space and H a 
fixed self-adjoint operator on h . Using H , we can construct a 
decreasing sequence of spaces {ha}a e  ^  . For a > 0  we define
and make it into a Hilbert space by assigning it the inner product 
< , >a defined by
a a.
2 2 2 2
(1.1.2) < a ,b > a = <(1+H ) a, (1 + H ) b> V a . b e h
a
( 1.1.1)
a
so we have
a
For a < 0, ha is defined to be the completion of h under 
the inner product (1.1.2). Therefore, ha is a proper subspace of
7h when a > 0 and h is a proper subspace of ha when a < 0 .
If we use the spectral theorem to represent H as 
multiplication by the real-valued function ^(-) on L2(M,dm) , 
then ha = L2(M, ( l+ ft^m ))0^ 2 dm) , ( a e R ) .
We also define the spaces h ^  and h^ by
h = U h , h = 0  h .
a s l  “  °° a s  E  a
TA e spac^L  h «  is a Frechet. . when its topology is determined by
the family of norms {||-||a  ; a e  R} . We note that h^ is a core 
for Hk for any k e  N .
If H > 0 , then V  ((1+H)a ) = ha and we can introduce a 
second inner product < , > a on the spaces ha ;
<a,b> a = <(1 +H)aa , (1 +H)ab> , || a ||'a = ||(1 +H)aa || Va , b e ha . 
Since
a_
II a || < || all’ <2  ||a||
a a a
the two norms are equivalent on ha .
We can also define the operator (i+H)a by spectral theory 
for any a e R . This is possible since
8a(i+H) n R = 0 .
Wethenhave V  ((i+H)a) = ha and
<(i+H)aa , (i+H)ab> = <a, b>a for a,b eha .
We let C(ha, hß) be the space of bounded linear operators 
from ha to hß. Similarly, C0(ha, hß) is the space of linear 
operators from h^to hß which are bounded as operators from 
ha to hß. We have the following set of equivalences for an 
operator K with D(K) = h^ ;
K « Z 0(hp>
<=> (1+H2)" K(1+H^)“ is bounded as an operator on h
<=> 3 c > 0 such that
| <a, Kb> | < c || a ||a || b ||p Va.be h^.
Let K : h^ -> h be a closable linear operator. Then, since 
h^ is a Frechet space, we can deduce using the closed graph 
theorem that 3 c > 0 and p > 0 such that
V ae h^II Ka || < c || a P
9or, equivalently, we can deduce that the operator K(1+H2)’ P/2 
is bounded on h . In particular if K: h^  h is symmetric such a 
p exists.
§2. Examples.
A. Let h = L2(]R) and
H
c °°(IR) c
Then H is self-adjoint. We can use the Fourier transform 
7  : L2(R) -> L2(R) to represent H as multiplication by x on 
L 2 ( R ) ;
i.e. for (p g 2>(H)
(T( H<p))(x) -  xCFq>)(x) x e E
and V  (H) = J*"1 2?(MX) where Mx is the maximal multiplication 
operator by x on L2( E ) .
In this case
ha = ®((1+h 2)0/2) = (M (U x2f 2)
10
ha = { cp G L2(R) : (1 +x2)a/2 7  cp s L2(R)} .
Similarly, choosing h = L2(Rn) and
H = - A|c~ (K n) 
c
we can use the Fourier transform to represent H as 
multiplication by
2 V  2 2 n
| XI = 2j X ‘ on L (R ) .
i= i *
Therefore,
ha = r 1 v (m(1+my 2) ■
So, for meN,  hm/2 is the Sobolev space Hm(Rn) and || *llm/2 
is equivalent to the Sobolev norm.
B. Fractional powers of a positive operator.
Pazy [Paz] represents fractional powers of certain 
operators A in the form
oo
A'a= sin K -  f d t t ' a ( t  + A ) '1 0 < a < 1
11 0
and if xeV{A)  he gives the formula
Aax = Sln K a f  d t t  “ " 1 A( t+ A ) '1x .
TT J
These representations hold if A > 1 . We also have the 
formula
(1.2.1) A “  = —f— f d tta 1 exp {-tA} 
r («) n
a > 0
where the integral converges in the uniform operator topology 
and exp {-tA} is the semigroup generated by A > 1 .
1/2 (- ^ 2  - 2- 1»S(E)
where 5(E) is the space of rapidly decreasing functions on E  . 
Then H > 0 . From [Dav] p.180-2 we know that
oo
(exp {-tH }f) (x) = I  d y K ( x , y ) f ( y )  V f e L2 (E)
12
where
9t -M2 -t , 2 2W_ -2t
K (x,y) = { * ( 1 - e '2 t)} exp { l - * .ye (x + y ) ( 1 + e  )
2(1 - e"2 t)
} ■
Therefore, from (1.2.1),
( (1 +H) a f)  (x) - - f -  f  dt Jdy t <I' 1e 'tK (x.y) f(y) V fe L2 (K) . 
r(a) JQ ■> t
u  -oo
§3. Notation and structure of the results.
Section 4 below provides a summary of the commutator 
theorems on Hilbert spaces. It is first necessary to clear up 
some matters of notation and to comment on the structure of the 
results.
If K is an operator on h , the operator (adH)n(K) is 
defined recursively by (adH)(K) = [H,K] = HK - KH and 
(adH)n+"l (K) = [H,(adH)n(K )]. If however, K is unbounded with 
domain h^ this definition may not make sense. In this situation 
(adH)(K) is to be interpreted as a quadratic form on h^ x h^ .
The commutator bounds which occur in §4 are quadratic form 
bounds. For example, the bound
13
| < a, (adH)(K)b>| <c|| a ||1/2 || b || 1/2 Va, b e h ^  
which is imposed in theorem 3 should be read as
| < Ha, Kb > - < a, KHb > | <c|| a \\y2 || b H1 /2  Va, b e h ^ .
For a commutator bound of the form
(1.3.1) | < a,(adH)n(K)b > | < c|| a ||a || b ||ß Va, b e h^
the index of the bound is defined to be a + ß . For fixed index 
a+ ß we can use interpolation theory to decide what choice of a 
and ß in (1.3.1) provides the strongest bound and what choice 
provides the weakest. The following result, which occurs as 
observation 2.4 in [Rob 2 ], is particularly useful in this regard.
Theorem 1. Let s be a symmetric sesquilinear form over 
hoo x hoo and suppose
|s (a ,b )|< c ||a ||a ||b |p  Va, b s h ^
for some a , ß e E  . Then
| s(a,b)| < c || a ||a+Y || b || Va, b s
for all ye [0, ß - a] if ß > a  or ye [ß -a ,  0] if ß < a .
14
Therefore, the strongest commutator bounds of index a + ß 
are of the form
| < a, (adH)n(K)b >| < c|| a || ||b ||a+ß Va, b e h „  
or
| < a, (adH)n(K)b >| < c|| a ||a+ ß || b || Va, b s 
and the weakest is of the form
| < a, (adH)n(K)b >| < c|| a ||(a+ß)/2 II b ||(a+ß)/2 Va, b s h „ .
This implies, for example, that the self-adjointness of R in 
theorem 5 follows from theorem 3.
The bounds mentioned above can be expressed in another 
way. For example, (1.3.1) holds if and only if
(1.3.2) I (z-i + H)-«(adH)n(K)(z2 + H)'ß II < 00
where z-j, 2 2  e p(H) \  R and (z-j + H)"a is defined by spectral 
theory. (1.3.2) is to be interpreted in the quadratic form sense.
The results of §4 are concerned with deducing properties of 
an operator K which is symmetric and has domain h^ . If K 
satisfies certain types of commutator bounds then we can show 
it is essentially self-adjoint on h^ and that the semigroups
15
Vt = exp {i t R} and Tt = exp { - 1R} (if K is positive) are also 
semigroups on ha for prescribed values of a . It is also 
sometimes possible to prove that two such operators K-j and K2 
commute in the sense of unbounded operators.
If K is symmetric, then a bound of index one on the single 
commutator [H,K] produces results. If K is positive, a bound of 
index two on the double commutator is also sufficient. The 
positivity of H allows the conclusions to be strengthened.
The following lemma ([Rob 2] p.24) indicates a relationship 
between single and double commutator bounds and will be used 
later.
Lemma 2. Let K be an operator from h^ into h and suppose
that
Va, b € h
oo
| < a,(adH)2(K)b >| < k || a || II b L
2 “ 2 *2
Then
|<a ,(adH )(K )b> |<k1 | | a | | ^  || b || Va, b eh
oo
for some k-j > 0 where a-j = ag V<X2  , ßi = ßg V ß2  •
16
§4. The theorems.
In this section we will state without proof the results of 
commutator theory on Hilbert space. Proofs can be found in 
[Rob 2] unless otherwise stated. Beneath each theorem we detail 
its history and variants.
Theorem 3 . : Let K ih ^ - ^ h  be symmetric and suppose that f o r  som^
II Ka || < c I a IP V a e h
(1.4.1) I < a,(adH)(K)b > | < k|| a ||1/2 I & lll/2 Va> b e h oo-
Then R is essentially self-adjoint on any core for Hp and
2
Remarks:
1. Nelson [Nel] proved that K is essentially self-adjoint on 
h^ if it satisfies the additional estimate
I < a, K M f S q  | |a | | i /2 ||b ||i/2 Va, b e hTO.
2. Faris and Lavine [FaL] prove the following theorem which is
17
similar to, but weaker than, Theorem 3.
Theorem 3 . Let K be symmetric and V  (K) = V  (H) = h-j . 
Suppose H > 0 and that
(1.4.2) ± i [H,K] < c H as quadratic forms for some c < <» . 
Then K is essentially self-adjoint.
(1.4.2) implies (1.4.1) by the following argument. If
| < a, [H,K]a >| < c < a,Ha > V a eh-|
then, using the polarization identity, we have
V i  5 5
| <a, [H,K]b >| = | 2^ — < a + i b, [H,K] (a + i b) > |
c=o 4
3
< — 
4
5=0
3
< c{|| H2a II2 + 2 II H2a || || H2b || + || H2b ||2
18
sup | < a, [H,K]b >| < c  . 
a ,be  h
1 00
so, |< a , [H ,K ]b > |< c | |H 1''2a |||H 1/2b |
s c  || a || 1/2 II b || 1/2 Va, b eh^
3. Both McBryan [McB] and Glimm and Jaffe [Gfi J2] proved 
theorem 3 under the assumption that H is semi-bounded.
4. The original proof of theorem 3 was given in [DrS].
Theorem 4. Suppose the conditions of theorem 3 hold with 
H >0 . Then for each a e [0,1/2] the unitary group Vt = exp {i t K} 
has the properties:
(i) V h -  h V te  R .
t a a
(iii) VI is ||-11* - continuous (and therefore ||-|| - continuous) .
( ii)  ||V a |f < e 
t a
V t e R , a e h
a a
a a
a
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Remark:
The only previous result of this kind was a theorem of Faris 
and Lavine ([FaL] theorem 2) which stated that under the 
conditions of theorem 3
Vt h 1 /2 — h-j/2 V t g E .
Theorem 5: Let K: h^ h be symmetric and suppose that
|| Ka|| < C|| a ||p Vae h^
| < a, (adH)(K)b >| < k|| a || || b ^  Va, b e h .
Then K is essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP .
Moreover, K hp+-j c  h-j and the unitary group 
Vt = exp {i t K} satisfies the following for each a e [0,1]:
(i) V h = h V t e E
t a a
(ii) ||V a ll < e |1 |ak||a || V t s E
t a a
(i i i )  VI is IMI - continuous .
h a
a
, a e h
a
20
Remarks:
1. Glimm and Jaffe ([Gß J1 ] theorem 1.2, p.1570) prove theorem 
5 in the special case that H is semi-bounded and p = 1 .
2. The following result of McBryan ([McB] theorem 3) is similar 
to theorem 5.
Theorem 5’ : Suppose H > 0 and let K : h^ h be symmetric. 
Suppose also that
Then K is essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP+P. 
Moreover, K hp+q+-| c  h-| and if Vt = exp {i t R} then
(1.4.3) | < a, Kb >| < c I a ||p || b ||q Va, b e h „
for some p,q eN .
< a,(adH)(K)b >| < k|| a |||| b ||-| Va, b s h M .
(i) V h1 = h V t s E
(ii) VI is j|-1| - continuous .
More generally, if (1.4.3) holds and there are constants
21
ks , s = 0 , 1,..., r - 1 such that
| < a, (adH)(K)b >| < ks || a ||.s || b ||1+s Va, b e h^
then R is essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP+P and 
R hp+q+s c  hs for s = 0 , 1 r . In addition, if Vt = exp {i t R} 
then for s = 0 , 1 r we have :
3. The self-adjointness part of theorem 5 was proved in [DrS].
Theorems 3 and 5 prove self-adjointness of R under bounds of 
index one. Self-adjointness of R follows from a more general 
type of commutator bound, called a mixed estimate of index one.
Theorem 6. Let K: h^ -» h be symmetric and suppose that
(i) V| hs -  hs V t e R
(n) V I is IMI - continuous, 
h s
s
II Ka || < c || a ||
P
N
Va, b eh
22
where ßj e [0,1] Vi .
Then R is essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP .
Remark:
Theorem 6 can be established by using the proof of theorem 
2.1 in [Rob2] to show that ± i R generate contraction 
semigroups. Alternatively, the proof of theorem 1 in [DrS] can be 
modified to deal with this situation.
As mentioned in the introduction, theorems 3 and 4 use the 
weakest commutator bound of index one, while theorem 5 uses 
the strongest such bound. For intermediate bounds we have the 
following:
Theorem 7. Let K : h^ -> h be symmetric and suppose that
II Ka || < c || a ||
P
| < a,(adH)(K)b > |< k | |a | |
1± £
Va, b s h
oo
2 2
where ße [-1,1]. Then R is essentially self-adjoint on any
23
core for , R h and for each a e [0, -— ^1 )
2
the unitary group Vt = exp {i t K} satisfies:
(i) V h -  h 
t a a
V t e E
(ii) VI is ||• || - continuous.
h a
a
Theorems 8 to 12 below show that when K is assumed to be 
semi-bounded, second order commutator bounds of index two 
become important.
Theorem 8: Let K: h^  h be positive and suppose that
(1.4.4) | < a, (adH)2(K)b > | < k || a fl-, || b Hi V a , b s h „ .
Then K is essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP and 
K h p + g C h !  .
Remarks:
(1) (1.4.4) holds if ±(adH)2(K) < c-j H2 for some c-j>0 as
quadratic forms on h ^ x h « ,.
Ka || £c|| a ||p V ae h
24
(2) Theorem 8 was proved in [DrS] under the additional 
assumption that H is semibounded.
Theorem 9: If the conditions of theorem 8 hold and H > 0 then 
for each a e [0, 1] the contraction semigroup Tt = exp { - 1R} 
has the following properties
(i) T h c  h V t > 0
t a  a
t o£k
(ii) || T. a If <e 2 ||a||’ v t > 0 ,  a s h
t a  a  a
(iii) T| is IN I’ - continuous.
h a
a
Theorem 10: Let K : h^ -> h be positive and suppose that
II Ka || <  c || a ||p V a s h „
| < a, (adH)2 (K)b > | < k|| a || || b ||2 Va, b s h „ .
Then K is essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP and 
R hp+ 2  ^  ^ 2  • Moreover, for each a  e [0, 2] the contraction 
semigroup Tt = exp {- tR} satisfies:
25
(i) T h c  h V t> 0
t a a
ta2 k
(ii) || T a (I < e 2 || a || V t > 0, a e h
t a a a
(iii) T|, is H U - continuous.
h a
a
Remark:
Theorem 10 is proved in [DrS] under the additional 
hypothesis that there are constants km , m = 3,4.... p such that
| < a, (adH)m(K)b >| < km || a || || b ||m Va. b e
and that
| < a, (adH)(K)b > | <d  || a || || b ||2 Va, b e h^  .
As remarked by Driessler and Summers, the proof of 
theorem 4 in [DrS] can be used to establish the following theorem 
which is a partial analogue to theorem 6.
Theorem 11: Let H > 0  and suppose K: h^ —> h is positive.
Suppose also that
26
II Ka|| £c|| a ||
N
I < a, (adH) (K)b > | < £  k. || a || || b ||
i-1  ' 1  2-Y:
Va, b e  h
oo
where y; e [0, 2] Vj .
Then R is essentially self-adjoint on any core for HP .
We can also use the proof of theorem 2.10 in [Rob 2] to 
obtain a similar result if H is not semi-bounded.
Theorem 12 : Let K : h^  h be positive and suppose that
where 75 e (0, 2) V j . Then R is essentially self-adjoint on any 
core for H P .
Theorems 13 and 14 below show that if there are 
appropriate bounds on the higher order commutators of H and K 
then we can achieve better invariance properties for the action 
of the group Vt = exp {i t R} or semigroup Tt = exp { - 1R} on
II Ka || < c || a ||
P
N
Va, b e h
27
the spaces ha .
Theorem 13 : Let K : h be symmetric and suppose that fo r  soivz fo€lk
II Ka || <c || a ||p Va, b e h
oo
(1.4.5) | < a, (adH)q(K)b > I < k || a || | b || q - 1 , 2 .....2m .
q q
Then R hp+2m — h2m and for each a e [0,2m] the unitary 
group Vt = exp {i t R} satisfies;
(i)
(i i)
V h = h 
t a a
II V a| |  < e | |a| |  
t a a
( i i i )  V |h is ||.|| - continuous .
V t e E 
V t g E , a e h
a
for some k > 0 ( k  i  S 
I k J jI  p.zr\c/iz a /  O '/o t) ,
Theorem 14 : Let K : h^  h be positive and suppose that 
II Ka || ^  c || a ||
Va, b € h
oo
(1.4.6) I < a, (adH)q (K )b>|<  k || a || || b || q = 2 . 3 ....2m.
q q
28
Then R hp+2m ^  h2m anb for each a G [°> 2ml the 
semigroup Tt = exp { - 1R} satisfies
(i) T h c h
t a  a
( ii)  || T a | |  < e k | |a| |
t a  a
(iii) Tl is ||*|| - continuous .
n a
a
Remark:
The statement that R hp+2 m c  h2 m in theorems 13 and 14 
requires proof. For ae  h^, b e h p +2m we have the identity
2m
(1.4.7) < n fma, Kb>=<a, KH2mb> + X  (2™) <a, (adH)S(HC) H2m' Sb>.
s=1
Therefore (1.4.5) immediately implies R b e 2?(H2m) in the 
situation of theorem 13. From (1.4.6) and lemma 2 we deduce 
that | < a,(adH)(K) b >| < k-j || a || || b ||2vp Va> b e hoo and this 
extends to b e  hp+2m bY continuity. Therefore, (1.4.7) implies 
R hp+2m — 2?(H2m) in theorem 14.
The remaining results in this section deal with situations in 
which two unbounded operators K-j and l< 2  commute.
V t>  0
V t > 0, a e h
a
K IS P</>. Ian t
o4  *  •
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Theorem 15: Let K-j, K2 : -> h be symmetric and suppose
they each satisfy one of the following two sets of conditions:
1.
2 .
| < a, Kb >l < kQ 11 a ||1 || b ||1
2 2
I < a, (adH)(K) b >| < ^  |a  || || b ||n
K > 0
| < a, Kb >| < kQ || a | b l^
| < a, (adH)2(K) b > | < kg || a |||| b ||2
Further assume that
Va, b g h
00
Va, b g h
00
< K-| a, K2 b > = < K2 a, K-| b > Va, be h ^ .
Then the self-adjoint closures of K-j and R2 commute.
Theorem 16: Let K-j, K2 : h^ h be symmetric and suppose 
that they each satisfy one of the following two sets of 
conditions:
30
(i) I < a, Kb> I < k Q || a ||m || b Hm Va, b e h ^
(ii) I < a, (adH)q(K) b > I < k | |a | | | |b | |  q - 1 , 2 .......2m
q q
m  (i) K > 0
2 J  (ii) | < a , K b > | < k 0 ||a|| ||b||2m
I  (ü i) l< a. (adH)q(K) b > I < k ||a ||||b ||
q q
Further assume that
< K-j a, K2  b > = < K2  a, K-j b> Va, b e  h« .
Then the self-adjoint closures K-j and K2  commute.
Proof: Since the proof is only a slight modification of the proof 
of theorem 4.5 in [Rob 2] it will only be sketched. There are 
three cases to consider.
CASE I. Both K-| and K2  satisfy 1.
From l(i) and l(ii) with q = 1 we deduce using corollary 4.3 
of [Rob 2] that h2 m c  2?(Rj) j = 1,2 .
Va, b e h
00
q = 2,3.... 2m .
31
If V-jJ = exp{i t Kj} (j = 1,2) then V a e  [0, 2m] V^ J ha = ha 
by theorem 13. In particular h2m = h2m and so the 
calculation on p.51 of [Rob 2] is valid for a,b e h2m .
CASE 1L Both K-j and K2 satisfy 2.
Condition 2(ii) implies h2m c  D(Rp j = 1,2 . If 
Tti = exp { - 1 Kj} then V ae [0 , 2m] T^ J ha c  h2a by theorem 
14. In particular h2m c  h2m and so a similar calculation to 
the one mentioned in Case I can be performed for a, b eh2m .
CASE III. K-| satisfies 1 and K2 satisfies 2.
As above, we have h2m <= 2?(Rp j = 1,2 and
< K-j a, K2 b > = < K2 a, R-j b > Va, b e  h2pp •
Define Ka for a > 0 by
a
where = exp {i t H } . Then
32
a, (adH)q(K ) b > U ^ J  dt | <U t a, ( a d l- o V ^  U {b
s k II a || || b II
q q
So Ka satisfies 1 and 2)(Ra) 3  h2m
Let Vfa = exp {i t Ra} . Then by theorem 13
Va, b e h
oo
q = 1,2....2m
Vt« hß = hp V ß e [0, 2m] .
In particular Vta h2m = h2m
If Tt = exp { - 1R2} , then
" ^ t  ^ a — Vae [ 0 ,  2m], t > 0
by theorem 14. The calculation on p.53 of [Rob 2] now shows
<a , , v “ T - T v “ , b >
s t
< [du fdv {|| K T V® a || • || (K - K I T  V® b 
J J 2 v -u a 1 t-v s-u
0 0
+ | | ( K - K ) T  V® a IHI K T Va b ||} V a , b s h „
" v a V  v -u 2 t-v s-u 2m
(1.4.8)
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We treat each term in the integrand separately.
IIK T V a a| | 2 S < V a a, T K T V a a>| | K T || 
2 v -u -u v_ 2 v_ -u 2 v
2 2
< k || T V a a |H | T V a a|| c„ v 
0 v -u v -u 2m 1
-1
for some c-| > 0 by condition 2(ii) and spectral theory. We have
T V a a || < ||V a a || = || a 
V -u -u
and
vk(2m)
T V a a L  < e v -u 2m
V ^  a ||
-u 2m
vk(2m) |u| k*2m 
2 2
< e e II a
2m
for some k, k' > 0 , where the first inequality comes from 
theorem 14 and the second from theorem 13.
Therefore, there is a c > 0 such that
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_ J_ J_ _L
(1.4.9) ||K T v“  a | | < c v  2 | |a | |2 | |a | |2 V a e h .
2 v -u 2m 2m
M < 1
0 < v < 1 .
We can also show as on p.54 of [Rob 2] that there is a 
c' > 0 such that
(1.4.10) ||(K -K  )T  Va a | < a c ' | | a | | .  Va, e h
a i v -u I
M < 1 , o < v <  1 .
From (1.4.8), (1.4.9), and (1.4.10) we have
1 x
(1.4.11) | < a ,  (V“  T - T V“ ) b > | < a v  l | a | | 2 | |a | |2 ||b||
s t t s 1 2m 1
+ « YgH a I11 II b "2H b ”2m
for some yl5 ^  -  °> v  a> b G h2m » I s I -  1 , 0 < t <1 .
For a e  h
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LX
|(K  - K )  a | | s  o - l  fd t  {)! (U - 1) K a|| + ||K (U - l)a||} 
a I * t 1 1 -t
a
s c r 1 J d t  {||(Ut - 1) K1 a|| + ||(U_t - I)a ||2rr 
-» 0  as a -> 0 .
Therefore, Vta -> Vt = exp {i t K-j} strongly as a -» 0 by 
theorem 3.1.28 of [B rR ].
For a, b e h2 m , (1.4.11) implies
I i m
< a, (V T - T V ) b > = < a, (Va T - T Va) b > = 0
s t  t s a -> 0 s t  t s
and so K-j and K2  commute.
Theorem 17: Let H > 0 and let K-j, K2 : h^ -> h be symmetric 
and satisfy
(1 .4 .12)|<a , K jb > |<  k0 I a l - , /2  || b l l - , /2  V a .b e  (i=1,2)
(1.4.13) | < a, (adH)(K,) b >| < k-, || a ||1/2| b ||1/2
Va, b s h M (i=1,2)
Further assume that
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< K*j a, K2  b > = < K2  a, K-| b > Va, b e h ^ .
Then K-j and K 2  commute.
Remarks:
(1) Condition (1.4.13) is implied by the condition
| < a, (adH)2(K|) b > | < k-, || a ||1/2 I b || 1 /2  Va, b s 
and (1.4.12) because of lemma 2.
(2) In [GßJ2] Glimm and Jaffe prove the following theorem which 
is weaker than theorem 17.
Theorem 17'. Let H > 0 and suppose K-j, K2  : V  -> h are 
symmetric where 2 ) c h M is a core for H . Suppose also that
||Kj a|| < k0 ||a ||i
| < a, (adH)(Kj) b > | < k1 || a || || b I-, va, b s V
i = 1,2
| < a, (adH)2(Kj) b > | < k2 || a ||1/2 || b | 1/2 .
Further assume that
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< K-j a, K2 b > = < K2 a, K-j b > Va, b e V .
Then K-j and R2 commute.
The following theorem comes from [DrS].
Theorem 18: Let H > 0 and suppose K-j , K2 : h^ h are 
symmetric with K2 > 0 . Assume
|| Kj a I < k0 | a j|2 Vaeh , i -  1,2
| < a, ( a d H ) ^ )  b > | < kq |i a S |  || b ||q Va, b s h „
q - 1 . 2
| < a, (adH)2(K2) b > | < C1 || a |h || b | 1 Va, b e . 
Assume also that
<K-ja, K2b> = <K2a( K-jb> Va, b e V
where V c  h^ is a core for . Then R-j and R2 commute.
§5. Applications of commutator theorems.
§5 . 1 . The following example was first mentioned in a 
commutator theory setting in [DrS].
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Choose h = L2(R) and define maps A and AT on 
S ( K ) c |_2(R) by
Then A, A t : S (R) ->S (R ) .
Let H = A+A with D(H) = S ( R ) . Then
We have the following result which is proved in [Dav] 
p180-1, lemma 7.12.
Lemma 19. If (pn e S (E ) are defined for n = 0,1,2,... by
(1.5.1) A = - l 5 (x +-3-)
4z d x
2- I n  . 2  21
" 2 2 -n 4 2
cp (x) = (n!) 2 i e
n
Jduu11 exp{-u2+2 i xu}
E
then
H (pn -  n 9n •
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The operator H is essentially self-adjoint on S (R) and is 
in fact essentially self-adjoint on V  = span {cpn} , so H > 0 .
[{cpn} are called the Hermite functions and form a complete 
orthonormal system for L2(R)].
Note that
A cp0 = 0 , A <pn = n1/2(pn_i (n > 1 ) , and A*<pn = (n+1)1/2(pn+1 v n .
The next result was given by Driessler and Summers in [DrS].
Proposition 20: If P is any fourth order polynomial in x and 
i d/dx that forms a semi-bounded operator on L2(R) , then P 
is essentially self-adjoint on any core for H2 . (e.g. V  is such a 
core).
Proof: The proposition is proved by showing
(1.5.2) ||P(H+4)-2 | < oo and ||(adH)2(P) (H+4)-2|| < °=
and then using theorem 10.
From (1.5.1) we can derive
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Therefore, if P is a fourth order polynomial in x and 
i d/dx we can use (1.5.3) to make P a fourth order polynomial 
in A and A'’ (we are always assuming that 2?(P) = S (E )).
We now show that P can be written as
In order to do this we examine the properties of polynomials 
P in A and A* of order 4 or less. The commutation identity
(1.5.5) [A, A t] = I
holds on S (3R) and can be used to rearrange the terms of P so 
that each term has the form (A t) kAß for some k, n > 0 with 
k+ß < 4 .
(e.g. A A t A = (AtA + l)A = A t A2 + A) .
Now we can show by calculation that
P where [H, P ] = mP
m m mm=-4
[H, (At)kAc] = (k-C)(At)kAc .
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This gives the required decomposition (1.5.4). 
If P is written in the form (1.5.4) then
[H, P] = £  mPm and (adH)2(P) = £  m2 Pm 
m=-4 m=-4
Therefore, (1.5.2) follows if it can be shown that
(1.5.6) |(A t)kAt (H+4)-2| < =o . V k j > 0  such that < 4
We have:
t  k ß(1.5.7) (A) A(p
1  1
k JM  2 2n nCn-N) (n-j)
i=1 j=0 n+k-J2
(H+4)"2ipn = (n+4)"2(pn 
Therefore,
n > ß
V n < ß
V n >0  .
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t k 12 -2
(1.5.8) (A ) A (H+4) 9 =
n
n .fi- i^)2(n-j)2(p
i=1 j =0 n+k-ß
V n > JÖ
0 V n <J2
Since the set {cpn} is com ple te  and orthonorm al and 
k+ß < 4 , (1.5.8) im plies
||(At) kA« (H+4)-2 (p|| < || cp l V cp e S  (E), k, e > 0
k+ß < 4
and so (1.5.6) holds.
Using the o ther results o f §4  w e can say a little m ore 
about th is situation.
If P is a fourth o rder polynom ial in x and i d/dx w hich is 
sem i-bounded as an opera tor on L2 (R ) then from  (1.5.4) w e have
(adH )q (P) = £  mq P • 
m = -4  m
It fo llow s that
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||(adH)9(P) (H+4)-2|| < „  q = 1,2, 3... .
Therefore, theorem 14 can be used to show that
^ 2 + 2 m  — ^2m , P h ^ c h ^
and V a > 0 the semigroup Tt = exp { - 1P} satisfies
(i) T h c  h V t > 0
t a a
( ii)  T|. is INI - continuous .
h a
a
We also have the following result:
Theorem 21. Let P be a second-order polynomial in x and 
i d/dx which acts as a symmetric operator on L2(R ) . Then P 
is essentially self-adjoint on any core for H . (Again V  is 
such a core).
Proof: Any second-order polynomial P in x and i d/dx can be 
made into a second order polynomial in A and A? using (1.5.3). 
(1.5.5) now allows us to assume that each term in P is of the 
form (AO kAß where k, n > 0 and k+ß < 2 . Therefore, we can 
write P as
44
2
To prove the theorem we show
(1.5.10) ||P(H+2)'1 | | < ~  and ||[H,P](H+2)-1 | | < ~
and then use theorem 5. (1.5.10) will follow from (1.5.9) if we 
can show
|j(A+) kA s(H+2)-1 || < ~  for k, 8 > 0 k+C <  2 .
We have
t  k * -1
(1.5.11) (A ) A (H+2) q>
«
n
Therefore,
||(At)kA«(H+2)-1 <p || < I <p || V cp e S (E )
and the theorem is proved.
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In the situation of theorem 21 we can apply theorem 13 to 
deduce properties of the unitary group Vt = exp{i t P } . For we 
can use (1.5.9) and (1.5.11) to show that
||(adH)q(P)(H+2)-1| |< ~  q = 1,2,3.......
Therefore, from theorem 13 we have
^^1 + 2m  — ^2m V m e N ,  P h^ c  h^
and Vt satisfies the following V a > 0 :
(i) V h = h V t e R
t a a
( ii)  VI is IHI -continuous .
h a
a
§5.2
Commutator theory can be used to handle certain types of 
first or second-order ordinary differential operators on L2(R) 
i.e. operators of the form
(1.5.12) Q-j H + Qq
(1.5.13) or Q2H2 + Q-| H + Qq
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where H = i d/dx and the Qj are functions on R .
The results depend upon the differentiability of the Qj and 
the boundedness of DJQj i e{0,1,2} j e N .
In this section we choose h = L2(R) and let H be the 
closure of
Then H is self-adjoint and Cc°°(E) is a core for HP p = 1,2,3,....
We first discuss first-order ordinary differential operators.
Let K be of the form (1.5.12) with 2?(K) = Cc°°(E) . Suppose for 
i = 1,2 that Qj, Q'j,...,Qj(ß ) exist and are bounded and that 
Qj(ß+1) exists. Then, because of the form of K and the 
boundedness of Q-| and Qq , there is a constant c > 0 such that
II Kf || <c|| f |h V f e Cc°°(E) .
So, there is a c-| > 0 such that for p = 1,2,..., ß
|| Kf ||< c 1||(1+H2P)1/2Pf|| V f € Cc~  (E)
or,
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Hp
II Kf || < c ||f|| V f e  C " ° ( E )
I I  c
Hp
where the notation ||-|| has an obvious meaning.
We also have for p = 1,2,...,ß
P
(1.5.14) (adH)P(K) = X  R- rJ
j= 0  J,p
where the coefficient functions Rj p are linear combinations of 
Q j ' , Qj” ,...,Qj(P). Since each of these is bounded, so is 
Rj,pj = 0,1.... p .
Therefore, there is a k > 0 such that 
ll(adHP)(K) f|| < k || f ||p V f s Cc~(K)
or
D U P
||(adHP)(K) 1\ \ < ^  || f ^  V f e  C~(JR).
We can now apply theorem 5 with p = 1 to obtain:
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Theorem 22 : Let K = Q-j H+Qg be a symmetric operator on 
L2(R) with V  (K) = Cc°°(IR) and suppose Qj(m) exist for m = 0,
1 and are bounded for m = 0,1 . Then K is essentially
self-adjoint on Cc°°(R) . In addition K  hp+-j c  hp for 
p = 1,2,...,ß and for ae [0 , fi] the unitary group Vt = exp {i t K} 
satisfies:
(i) V h = h V te  R
t a a
( ii)  V |h is IMI -con tinuous
a
In particular, if Qg , Q*| e Oc°°(R) then Rhp+-| c  hp V p e N , 
R h ^  c  h^ and Vt satisfies (i) and (ii) above V a > 0 .
Note: A similar result can be achieved via theorem 13.
Two examples of symmetric first order ordinary 
differential operators on L2(R) are
K-j =b Q-j H + HQ-] + Qg = 2Q-| H + iQ-| + Qg
where Qg , Q-| are real-valued functions, and
K2 = 'Q1 HQ1 + Q 0 = |Q il2 H+ iT3iQi' + Q0
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where Q-j is complex-valued and Qg is real-valued.
We now discuss second-order ordinary differential 
operators. Let K be of the form (1.5.13) with 2>(K) = Cc°°(E) . 
Suppose K is semi-bounded as an operator on L2(R) and that 
Qj, Qj’,...,Qj(2ß+1) exist with Qj, Qj',...,Qj(2ß) bounded.
Then, because of the form of K and the boundedness of Qj 
there is a c > 0 such that
II Kf || <  c|| f || 2 V  f e Cc°°(E) .
(1.5.14) holds for p = 1,2,...,2q ,where again each Rj ^ is a 
linear combination of Qj' , Qj",...,Q,(P) and is therefore bounded. 
This implies that there are constants kp > 0 p = 2,3,...,2fi such 
that
||(adH)P(K) f|| < k p || f ||p V fe  Cc~ (R ).
Therefore, we may use theorem 14 and the fact that Cc°°(E) 
is a core for H2 to obtain :
Theorem 23 : Let K = Q2H2 + Q-j H + Qg be a semi-bounded 
operator on L2(R) with V(K) = Cc°°(E ). Suppose Qj(m) exists
for m = 0, 1 ,2 .... 2ß +1 and i = 0,1,2 and that it is bounded for
m = 0 ,1 ,2,..,2ß and i = 0,1,2. Then K is essentially
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self-adjoint on any core for H2 . In addition
^ h2+2m — h2m m = 0,1,2,...,$ and Voce[0,2ß] the semigroup
Tt = exp{-tK } satisfies:
(i) T h c  h V t > 0
t a a
( ii)  T|, is IHI - continuous.
h a
a
In particular if Qg , Q-j, Q2  e Cc°°(R) then 
R h2+2m ^  h2m V m e N , K h ^ c h ^  and Tt satisfies (i) and 
(ii) above V a > 0 .
Note: A similar result can be obtained via theorem 10 with Hß 
in place of H .
Two examples of positive second-order ordinary differential 
operators on L2(R) are
K-i - H Q ^  + Q g - Q ^  + iQ-i'H + Qo
where Qg , Q-j are positive functions on E , and
K2  = "Q-j H2Q-j + Qg = |Q*j I2 H2 + 2i~Q-j Q-| H - Q)-j Q-j + Qg
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where Q-| is a complex-valued function on R and Qq is 
positive.
§5.3.
As a final application of commutator theorems we present 
some results of Faris and Lavine [FaL] who used their theorems 
to analyse Schrödinger operators. Here A is the Laplacian on 
R n .
Theorem 24: Let V , W be real-valued measurable functions on 
K n with V s L2|0C(E n) and V(x )> -cx2 - d .
Suppose also that
(i) There is a dense set V  c  23(-A) fl 23(V) fl 2?(W) which is 
invariant under the operations xj and
1 JL
i dx.  
i
and such that - A + V + W + 2cx2 is essentially self-adjoint 
on V  .
(ii) For some a < 1 , -a A + W is bounded below on V  . 
Then - A + V + W is essentially self-adjoint on V  .
The following result is a corollary of theorem 24.
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Theorem 25: Let V-j , V2  be real-valued measureable 
functions on E n satisfying :
(i) V 2  e LP (E n) with p > 2 if n < 3 , p > 2 if n = 4 , and
p > n/2 if n > 5 .
(ii) V-j > - cx2 -d for some c, d ; V-| e L2|0C(E n) .
Then -A + V-j + V 2  is essentially self-adjoint on Co°°(IRn) .
CH 2. COMMUTATOR THEORY IN BANACH SPACE.
§1 . Introduction.
Commutator theorems were originally proved in Hilbert 
space since this is part of the framework within which quantum 
field theory operates. However, some of the results mentioned in 
CH.1 §4 have extensions to Banach space. Before providing these 
extensions it is necessary to set the scene.
In this section and the next B will denote a Banach space 
and Of will be a one-parameter CQ-group of isometries on B 
with generator H . We will define the spaces Bn(n e N) and B^ 
by
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Bn = 2>(Hn) , B =  D  Bn
n >1
We also define the Lipschitz spaces Bn+i /2  as follows
B = ( a e B  :
nA n
2
ll(o -I) H a||
Sup ----- ------------- <oo}
|t|<1 I'l
Each Bn is a Banach space when equipped with the norm ||-||n 
defined by
|| a || = sup || Hma || for a e B •
n m=0,1,...,n n
B ^ is a Frechet space when it is given the topology 
determined by the set of norms {||-||n : n e N } .
Bn+i /2  becomes a Banach space if it is given the norm 
ll'lln+1/2 defined by
||(a - I)H na||
|| a || -  || a || V { SUP — ■£— --------
n A  n |t|<) Itl 
2
We note that if K is a closable linear operator on B with 
Z?(K) = B ^ then, by the closed graph theorem, there is c > 0 and 
p e N such that
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(2.1.1) II Ka !| < c || a ||p V a e  B ^ .
When working on a Banach space B we need to redefine 
what we mean by a commutator bound. This is because we can no 
longer define [H, K] as a quadratic form on h ^ x h ^ .  On B the 
n t h commutator bound will take the form
(2.1.2) || (adot)n(K) a || < k|t|n || a ||q V a e B ^ , |t| <1
for some q eN .
When B is a Hilbert space, (2.1.2) is equivalent to the bound 
(1.3.1) with a = 0 , ß = q .
In order to indicate a relationship between the commutator 
theorems on Hilbert space and those on Banach space we note 
that on a Hilbert space K is symmetric if and only if ± i K is 
dissipative. We also note that by Stone's theorem the generators 
of unitary groups are of the form i R where R is self-adjoint.
§2. The theorems.
Proofs of the following theorems can be found in the two 
research reports [BaR] and [Rob 1].
Theorem 26: Let K : B^ ->B be a linear operator satisfying
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1. K is dissipative
2. ||[ct , K] a I < ki |t| I a fli V a e B M
111 <1 •
Then R generates a Cg-semigroup of contractions X on B .
f KB,« ,c B i then
(i) V 1 ^ B1 V t > 0
(ii)
V
II ^ t a Hi — e II a ^ V t>  0 , a e B
(iii) T| is ||*|| - continuous .
B J
Theorem 27 : Lot K : -> B be a linear operator satisfying 1.
and 2. of theorem 26. Suppose also that K satisfies:
3. || Ka || <c || a || V a e B2 n -1 oo
4. || (adatm(K)a | |<k |t|m | |a|| V a e Bi m m oo
|t| *1
m=2,3,...,2n .
Then, if Tf is the semigroup of contractions generated by R , 
the following hold for m = 0,1,2,...,2n-1 :
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V t >  0
m
(ii) II allm -H allm exP (X (™) k r V t > 0 , a s Bm
(iii) T| is IHI - continuous.
B m
m
If, in addition, K c_ B2n then (i), (ii), and (iii) above 
also hold for m = 2n .
Remarks:
(1) If is a general CQ-group and not a group of 
isometries then conditions 1 - 3 of theorems 26 and 27 and 
condition 4 below are enough to show that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold 
for m = 0,1,2,...,2n-1 .
4 • I (ada{)m(K) a I - I a llmv(2n-1) e
(2) The final statement of theorem 27 requires proof. 
Assume K B 00c B 2n and for m = 1,2,...,2n let
|t| <1
m=2,3,...,2n .
m
From (ii) of theorem 27 we know that
K + C02n-1 is IHl2n-1 -dissipative. Therefore, f - f
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ll[l + e(K+ co2n) ]a | !2n_i > [ l + e(o2n- ®2 llall2n. 1V a s B<
- [ 1 + f ( c o 2 n '  l |a 2n-1
(2 .2 . 1)
We have the identity
- p(co - co ) II a II 
c v 2n 2 n - r  “ n2n
[A, B ] = - X ( r )  ((adB)r(A))Bß' r
r=1
Therefore, if H V
t t
, we have
H^n[ l +g (K +co2n)]a = [ l+ £ (K +co2n)]H^n a 
2n ( (a d o /(K ) )h f  n‘ r a
H- e l ( 2rn) --------- i i —
r=1
=* II H2n[1 + £(K+(o2n)] a|| > ||[1 +£(K+ ®2n)]H2n a|
^ Z ( 2rn)k II H f ' ra llf
r=1
2n ?n r
(1+f % ) l |H , a N - ^  2-,(2rn)kr II Ht a ||r
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where the dissipativity of K has been used. If we now take the 
limit as t -» 0  and use KB00c B 2 n we get
2n
||H2 n [ l +£ (K +co2n)]a  ||>(1 + gco2n)|| H a|| - f X ( 2rn) kf ||H2n ' ra ||r 
(2.2.2) > (1+ € o2n)|| H2na || - e<a2n || a ^  .
(2.2.1) and (2.2.2) show that K+ co2n is IMl2n “ dissipative.
We can also show that [1+£(K+ c0 2 n)]Boo is ||*||2n “ dense in B2 n 
by using the proof of a similar statement in theorem 2.1 of 
[BaR ]. The result follows from the Hille-Yosida theorem.
Theorem 28: Let K : B ^  -> B satisfy
1. K is dissipative
2. ||[ot , K]a || < k-| |t| || a || 1 V t € E, a e B ^
3. ||Ka|| < c || a || 1 V a e B ^ .
If Tj is the semigroup generated by K then
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(i) T B c  B t J- “  _L
2 2
V t >  0
1
2
V t >  0 , a e  B
1  ' 
22
If n = 1 in theorem 27, we can get more detailed 
information about the action of on B .
Theorem 29. Suppose K : B ^  B satisfies conditions 1 - 4 of 
theorems 26 and 27 with n = 1 . Then Tf also has the 
following properties:
Before closing this section we will briefly comment on the 
fact that certain commutator theorems in Hilbert space seem to 
have no Banach space analogues. For positive operators K on a 
Hilbert space h , theorems 8-12 show that second order 
commutator bounds of index two are sufficient to deduce 
generation properties of R . However, there is no corresponding 
result for Banach spaces B , i.e. no particular type of operator
(i) X t B 3 £ B 3 
2 2
V t > 0
(k + 2k )t
(i i) ||Tta ||3 < e || a ||
3
2
V t > 0, a e
2 ro
 |c
o
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K : -^B is known such that the bound
|| (adat)2(K) a || < k |t|2 || a ||2 v  jt| <1 ,a e  B^
is sufficient to imply that K generates a Cg- semigroup on B .
§3.
In this section, B will denote a Banach space, ot(t > 0) is 
a one-parameter Cg-semigroup of contractions on B with 
generator H , and K is a closable linear operator from B ^ to B . 
We let pg , kg be numbers such that
The Taylor series argument in the following lemma is due to 
Derek Robinson and is also used in the proof of lemma 2.11 of 
[Rob 2].
Lemma 30 . Suppose there are constants kn+-j > 0 and 
pn+1 e N such that
II Ka || < k  || a II 
0 P,
V a e B
oo
0
|| (ada)n+1(K )a ||< k n + itn+1||a ||
n+1
V a e B , t > 0 .
oo
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Then for m = 0, 1,2,...,n there are constants Cm, Dm > 0 such 
that
|| (a d o jm(K) a|| < tm(C || a || + D || a || )
1 m pQ m pn+1
V a e B , t > 0 .
(i.e. the bound on the (n+1)st commutator implies a similar 
bound on the lower order commutators).
Proof: If is a linear operator satisfying an inequality
of the form
La ||< c ||a  ||d V a e  B,
then an operator Ss t(L) can be defined on B ^ by
SSit(L)a = (exp{(s/t)(Tt-I)}(L))a a e B ,
where Tt(L) = La.^ and the above exponential is defined by a 
power series, i.e.
S
(T -  I )m (L)a
m!
The series is norm convergent because of the bound on L
62
and
l|Ss t (L)a|| = ||(exp{S. (T -i)}(L )) a||
s
-te ^ ( e x p ^ T ^ L J a l
< e• <  i  < f ) m " ■*
II T m|L)a||
m>0 t m!
< e S (f)m c " a "d
m>0
c a
since || Ttm(L)a|| = || omtLamta|| < || La.mta||
< cj| c.mta||d < c|| a ||d
We also have (TfI)m(L)a = (ad at)m(L)a_mta , so
v  (a d o J m(L)o a
S.  t(L)a = S  ( f ) m --------1- - -| 
s,t m>0 1 m-
Therefore,
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I / xni+k \
f x  (Ss t( L , a ) - I  (?f  ^
Jsk S’1 m>0 1 tkmit !
m / .  . . k
( i ) in (ad. , )  (<ad0t) (L> o k, a
m>0 tkm!
(ad<T)K(L )c
S (----------------- M - ) a
s,tv k '
Therefore, putting L = K and using the Taylor series 
expansion :
f(x) drl x ^ f(n+D (r)
m! J n!m=0 q
gives
SSi,(K)a-1(f)n (ado )m (K) am ' t -mt
m=0 m!
(ad a j n+  ^(K) o
+ f  dr S ( ------- 1------^ 7
J n! r,t tn+1
in ± 1 ] t_ )a
Let am Wm
(ad (K) a ^ a
m! t
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Then,
V m
L  s a t)
m=1 m
S (K)a - Ka
s,r
. fdr iS
j  n! Sr,t<-
(ad a )n+1 (K) a 
v r  v ' -(n+1)t \
n+1
t
Choose n values s-\ , S2,...,sn such that the matrix
M =
is invertible. Since the Vandemonde determinant
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1
1
1
n+1 n+1
1 < p < q <n+1
(s - s ) 
q P
det M 4=0 whenever s*|,...,sn are distinct and non zero. If we 
invert the system of equations
b.(t) = S (K)a - Ka 
i s.,t
i
0
(s.-r)
n!
n
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we get the follow ing expression for am( t ) , m = 1 ,...,n
i — I i
S .
• J *
1 (s . -  r )n (a do  )n+1 (K )o
S ( -------i------------ ^ 2 ± l^ )a  }
r , t  v n+1 J
where M"1 = (Cm j)  . So
(a d o ) (K) 
v t -m +a
t
—II <mlX |C | {||S  (K )a ||+ ||K a ||
; J m ,  I S ,  > l
I =  I I
n+1
(s  . r) "  (ado ) (K)a
f v , 1 / t
J * “ * -  l|Sr . . ( ------- n + 1
s m l J |Om,il ! 2 k 0 l |al lp / k " a
( S :“ r
,i' 1  " " „ ■ "n+1 " "Pn+1 j  d r~
since l|S f t (K)a|| < kQ || a || V a s t
’ P0 
(ado  )n+1 (K)a
and | | --------------- ----------|| < k || a || V a e
n+1 n+1 p
t n+1
in±Iil)a||
n
■ }
B , t > 0 .
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Therefore, there are constants Cm , Dm (m = 0, 1,...,n) such 
that
(adat)m(K)a
t
< c  II a II + D II a II 
m P0 m Pn+1
V a e B , t > 0 .
The following two results were proved by Derek Robinson:
Lemma 31 : The following conditions are equivalent:
1. a e D(Hn)
2 .
X v n
(of - I)
lim — -------  a exists
t->0 +n
3. there is a sequence t > 0 such that tm -> 0 and 
(c - I)na
lim m______  exists .
m - * »
m
Moreover, if the conditions are satisfied then,
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Hna
(<y J)
lim — ---------a
t-> 0 t
-n , n
lim t (o - I) a
_  v m t m—>oo m
Proof: 1 => 2 . This follows from the identity
( < Y  i)
t
a Hn a
S1 +'" +Sn
and the strong continuity of . This also shows that
H na : lim 
t—> 0
(O j- I)
t
for a e 2J(Hn) .
2 =>3 . This is straightforward.
3 =>1 . By definition a e D (H n) if, and only if, the 
multiple limit
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exists. If the limit exists, it equals Hna . The identity
U  L
(a - I) J ds <*s a = (au - 1) jd s  a
implies
u u 
1 n t t
2.3.1 (a - I [ ds ... f ds a a = I Ia  -I) f ds ... [ds v v t J 1 J n s +„+s *  u. J 1 J
0 0 1 n 1 « n
a a . 
n s +...+S 
0 0 1 n
If,
b = lim 
t
m
exists, then (2.3.1) gives
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ds G
n s +...+ sn
b
m m
-)a
where the last equality follows from the strong continuity of a. 
The left hand side of (2.3.2) converges to b in the multiple limit
lim ... lim by strong continuity. Therefore, 
u-|—>0 Up|—>0
a e £ (H n) and b = Hna .
Lemma 32: The following are equivalent for each a e B .
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1. sup / (<YI}I I I — T T
0<t <1 tn+1
n+1
i } <
(<^ t - 1)
sup
0<t.<1
< oo
3. aeB 1 n+—
2
Proof: 3=»2. This follows from the identity
n (°  - !)a
i=0 \
I I I
ds ... ds a 
J 1 J n s.+
(a - I)H a 
. ...+s t 1 n 0
2. =>1. This is straightforward.
1. =*3. Let
/  (a t_I)C = sup
0<t<1 t
n+1
n+1 *
We will use the identity
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n /  a^L + n
(2.3.3) (0 t - I )n - [2 (o  - I ) ]  = [ (  2 2 )  - l ] 2 n (0 - I )0
2 2
n-1 / aL + I ) .2n-v.-.rx -v-1
2 m=0
If we f ix  t : 0 < t < 1 and put t. = ~ -  we get the following after
n  ^ 2^
dividing (2.3.3) by t . :
Since ||cs|| <1 V s > 0 we have
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exists and so, by lemma 31, a e2?(Hn) .
We now put k = 0 in (2.3.4) and multiply the result by
V
t
to get:
Therefore,
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Since as V  (Hn) , so is
(<yl)a
t
and we have
(<yt-l)
t
a
So, from (2.3.5) we have
= C(1+n) V t : 0 < t < 1 .
Thus, 3 holds and the proof of the lemma is complete.
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We now present the final result in this section. It gives 
commutator bounds that are equivalent to the statement 
K B „C  Bn+i /2 .
Proposition 33 : The following are equivalent for each n e N:
1. there exist constants kn+-j > 0 and pn+*| e N such 
that
llfada )n+1 (K)a|| < k t " +1 ||a|| V a e B , t>0 
t n+1 Pn+1
2. there exist constants k'n+-| > 0  and qn+-j eN suchthat
lin  (ado )(K)a|| < k  f l  t; INI V a s B  , t > 0  
i=0 t  n+1 i=0 ' % + 1 ~  1
3. K B ^cB p , and there exist constants k"n+-| >0  and 
rn+-j e N such that
||(adot)((adH)n(K)))a|| < k ' ^ t  N l r V a s  B ^,t>0
n+1
4. KBmC Bn+i /2 .
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Proof: 1 =>4. If 1 holds then we can use lemma 30 to deduce 
the existence ot constants Cm : m = 0, 1 ,...,n+1 such that
||(adat)m(K)a|| < Cm ||a||q tm Va e , t > 0
where q = sup {pq , pn+-j} .  Therefore, it can be proved by 
induction that there are constants Dm > 0 m = 0,1,...,n+1 such 
that
||(at-I)mKa|| < Dmtm ||a|| q+m Va € , t > 0 .
The first step follows since 
||(at-I)Ka|| < ||[at, K]a|| + ||K(at-I)a||
s C it||a |q  + k0H(ot-I)a ||p
< (C-j + ko)t||a||q+-|
where the result
ll(at-I)
t
a lM lJdscH a ll < tlN-,
0
has been used.
In general,
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m-1
(O - I )m Ka = (ada )m( K ) a - X  (-1)m' r ('in)(a . - I ) rK ( a - I ) m' ra
r=0 1 1
The induction hypothesis implies
||(CTt-I)rK(at-I)m"ra|| < Dr tr ||(at-I)m-ra||q+r
< D r tr(tm r lla llq+r+(m-r))
= Dr tm||a||q+m 
for 0 < r < m-1 .
This, together with the bound on ||(adat)m(K)a|| , gives the 
required bound on ||(crt-I)mKa|| for m = 0,1 ,...,n+1 . Lemma 32 can 
now be used to deduce that K B ^ jz  Bn+i / 2  .
4 =>3. If KB^ c_ Bn+-j/ 2  then, by uniform boundedness, there are 
constants ßm > 0 , sm eN (m=0,1 ,...,n+1) suchthat
1(0 -I)m Kall <C tm ||a|| Va e B , t>0 .
t m s  oo
m
Therefore, from lemma 31
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||Hm KHn m(a-I)a || = lim ||— §------- KHn m(a-I)a ||
1 s^O o m  1
< ß IIHn-m(cr -I)a|| 
m t s
< 2  ||(o -I)a |L  „  m t s +n-m 
m
(2.3.6) "  { l|a|ls +n-m+1 
m
for m =
We also have, from the definition of B
n+1/2
(2.3.7) ||(at-I)HnKa|| =0(t) V aeB e
and, for m = 0,1 ,...,n-1, we have
(2.3.8) ||(at-I)HmKHn"ma|| < t ||Hm+1 KHn"ma || =0(t) Vae B ^ .
If we now expand (adat)((adH)n(K))a and use (2.3.6), (2.3.7), 
and (2.3.8) we get
ll(adat)((adH)n(K))a|| =0(t) V a e B ^ .
Therefore, 3. follows from uniform boundedness.
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3 =>2. Let a e , and let tQ,ti ,...,tn > 0 .
Define F : R n -^B by
Then,
n ((adH)n(K))cr ] a
X u ,  I t ,  Z u .
i-1 ' 1 J 1 1
(ado )((adH )n(K)}
0 u.
I
a .
u.
I
In addition we have
3nF
n du ...du 
1 n
n  (ado )(K)a . 
i=0 \
Therefore, if 3. holds
II n  (ado ,) (K )a ||< k ” ( n t )  II a ||
i=0 ‘ j n+1 i=0 ' rn+1
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since
3u ... 3u
< ||(adot ) ((a d H )V ))a  n n alln n 1
Xy I  u,
1 J 1 1
n
< k'
n+1 0 n+1
2.=>1. Straightforward.
Remark: It can be assumed that kn+-j = k’n+-| = k"n+-j and that 
pn+1 = qn+1 = rn+-| in Proposition 33 by the following argument. 
The proofs of 3 => 2 and 2 => 1 show that it can be assumed 
kn+1 *  k'n+1 ^  k"n+1 and pn+1 < qn+1 < rn+1 . Therefore, it is 
sufficient to show that given kn+-| and pn+i , the constants 
k”n+i and rn+i can be chosen so that k"n+i < kn+-j and rn+<| < 
Pn+1 ■
Let t > 0 and put tm = t*2”m . Then we have the identity
2
m
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Putting (ada^ )R 1 (K) in place of K gives 
m
^ (,a i\ i V 1 = l^ v i 11: a\ ' n* ' M ” 2. i)t
||(ad0 )n+1(K )a ||< k  tn+11| a || Vt > 0, a e B
t n+1 p c
n+1
then KB^ c  Bn from the proposition, and so
||(adat)((adH )n(K))a|| = lim - l - | | ( a d o t)((ad o t )n(K))a||
m—
c.
Sl im St;n|«(j.,)t ( ( a d .  ) " * 1( K ) ) .
m—>oo j = -| VJ ’  m m
< lim X 1 " ll((ado  )n+1(K))<r 
m->°° j = 1 m Jm m(2 -j t.
all
82
< lim
2
X* n k t n+1
m—)» j = 1 n+1 m , m >v (2 -J)tr n+1
m
< lim 2 
m—»oo
k t n+1 m
W 1 n+1
Therefore, equality of the constants may be assumed.
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